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Whether you look at it from the right or you look at it from the left, whether you 
look to the right or look to the left, this is difficult.  Yesterday, I talked about the metaphor
of the tiny, tiny speck of dust and the metaphor of the flower blooming, how those are 
metaphors for the world arising and disappearing.  Even using those metaphors, for 
people who have studied Zen, and especially for those people who have not studied 
Zen, it is a very difficult thing to understand. As I said yesterday, Buddhist talks are given
founded upon two mutually opposing functions.  Buddhist talks are all about the same 
subject: how we who have been born as human beings should live our lives, should walk
through life.

Before we are born, there is no such thing for us as a road that we must walk 
upon, a path that we must take.  It is in the Bible, too.   It certainly talks about the first 
appearance of words, the first appearance of a path that we have to march upon.  And 
that is fine, but what do you think about before we were born? Are we born at the very 
same moment that the path we must walk upon is born?  

Buddhist talks are about the moment of time we are born, and about how our 
mother and father are born at that same time.  Even hearing that simple part of the talk, 
immediately people respond by thinking “No, it can't be that mother and father are born 
at the same time as I was born.  My mother and father were born prior to my birth.”  The 
time of our birth is the present moment.  When we are born, at once, past and future 
also appear.  The time that is the time of birth, is the present moment, and so the 
present moment is manifest at the same time as past and future are manifest.

This world in which we have appeared, the world in which we live in, has an 
origin.  At least as an expedient way of teaching, we say to everyone who is facing the 
Buddhist Teachings, the world of the source belongs to neither past, present, nor future. 
Conversely, Buddhism also teaches that we should think thusly: we should think that the 
state of our source is the state in which past, present and future have been perfectly 
unified with each other.  Past, present and future, they are all not there in this state of 
our source.  This is how we must understand it.  The condition of the origin is the state in
which the two mutually opposing functions, plus and minus, expanding and contracting, 
have totally unified with each other.  This is how we must think. 

 The state in which the two mutually opposing functions have unified with each 
other, Buddhism asks us to carefully contemplate that state and ask ourselves, ”Is that 
state living, or is it dead?"  The state of the source is the source; it is the one that has no 
second.  The condition of the origin is the state in which the expanding activity and the 
contracting activity have become one.  That is how you have to think about this.

The expanding activity is, of course, as you would think, expanding and 
therefore, opposite from the contracting activity; it is in opposition to the contracting 
activity.  The minus activity is opposite from the expanding activity; it is the contracting 
activity.  You have to think about it like this.  The expanding activity, at least as one, 
expedient, temporary, way of teaching, is described to be the activity of the out-breath.  
So, we have these two contrasting, opposing, activities of expanding and contracting.  
We human beings, when contemplating the nature of ourselves, it is taught in Buddhism,
that we must take up these two mutually opposing functions in order to understand 
ourselves; they give birth to us, and they also give birth to our world. 



 If we were to teach about the expanding activity, it is taught that the expanding 
activity is the male god and the male god is always doing the activity of expanding. The 
female god is the god that is opposing the male god, and the female god is doing the 
activity of contracting; that is the role of the female God.

“God is in heaven," I imagine that every week on Sunday you have all been 
turning on your television sets and listening to  talk about how God is in heaven.  That is 
how you up were brought up, I imagine.  If God were in heaven, it wouldn't matter if we 
were to donate a billion dollars, we still wouldn't be able to meet God. Buddhism teaches
that we have unconditionally, unquestioningly, accepted a stupid teaching.  Buddhism 
teaches that the teaching that “God is in heaven” is plain dumb.  But people who believe 
in God and who taught the teaching that “God is in heaven,” were in fact, very clever.

The male and female gods at times fight.  Now, if it is a physical fight it, may be 
the male god who would win the fight; but if it is a fight of words, then it is perhaps the 
female god who would win.  Being frustrated, not wanting to lose, the male god might 
say, "What are you talking about?" and resort to punching the female god.  The female 
god then thinks, “Oh, this is getting crazy,” and whoooo she escapes to heaven.  This is 
how clever the creators of this story were.  People these days, modern people, might 
think it is a stupid teaching to teach that God is in heaven, but when I think of the God is 
in heaven story, I think that it is that the male and female god have fought and in the 
seeing of the fight of words, the male god has resorted to punching and the female god 
has whoooo, escaped to heaven.

I've been hearing this story about God being in heaven ever since I arrived in this
country, but now I just smile and think how clever, the teachers of this story were.  The 
husband might stay angry for two or three hours, then in the evening, the child starts to 
cry, waaa.  Because probably the child is hungry, the dad starts thinking, “Where is 
mommy?”  He starts looking for her.  But he can't find her because she is in heaven.

  This is a real mess, as we would say in Japanese.  We are asked to carefully 
reflect upon this miserable situation, and how it got that way. The husband is searching 
around for his wife, he is looking in the garden outside, but he cannot find her.  He is 
really in trouble.  This is really something to worry about.  Though  the wife is up in 
heaven,  the husband cannot come up to heaven, but she starts sort of worrying about 
her child, and her husband, so she just comes down a little bit from heaven to see if her 
family is all right.  Looking upon her as if she were an angel, descending from heaven, 
with the long flowing skirts that the angels wear, he reaches up and grabs his wife by 
this skirt and pulls her back.  But, then the wife says Aaaaa, I'm not coming back to your 
house and tries to escape.  But they were not intent upon separating, as I said, the wife 
is actually pretending that she is being discovered by her husband. What I am saying is 
that everyone is like that, when they separate from each other, they are separate, but 
they don't truly want to separate. 

 In a couple where there is harmony and no fighting, it does not occur that the 
wife escapes to heaven and the husband escapes to hell.  When we look at it from the 
point of view of the two essential mutually opposing functions, then when these fights 
occur, that is when separation in opposition occurs and this speck of dust appears.  That
is what Master Engo is talking about here.  It is also taught, that it doesn't have to be 
when fighting occurs that separation occurs; for example, there might be a time when 
the husband says to the wife, “My friend is coming into the airport, so I have to go meet 
him,” and separation occurs because of that.  In couples, even a couple of the male god 
and the female god, they are not always together.  When they have to work, they 
separate from each other to work.  When they separate from each other, when 
separation occurs, then in between them, comes the dust, the distance, that separates 
them, which is the dust.



That distance that separates husband and wife, that separates male and female 
gods, is the successor to the husband and wife; it is their child.  I tell you these kinds of 
stories, but people don't take them seriously.  Maybe, the women take them seriously 
and think, ahhhhh, that really is the way that it is.  But, the men just seem be thinking 
about something else; they are daydreaming.  Buddhism commands us to think in this 
way, that when male and female gods separate from each other, there is a new world 
born in between them.  That is called, kukan, an interval of space. For those who've 
never heard this kind of talk before, I think that even for people who have been 
practicing for one or two years that this type of talk is hard to understand.  It is only when
husband and wife separate from each other and this interval of this space is manifest in 
between them, that they have truly manifest the condition where they are separate and 
opposing each other. The interval of space is distance, and that distance, that interval of 
space, is the beginning of all of us.  This space that is an interval of space is the totality 
of the cosmos, having been limited. The unlimited space, which is true space, is the 
cosmos itself.  Buddhism commands us to at first think about our own birth, to think that 
it is the nature of our own birth to realize that when we are born, the cosmos has been 
limited.

When the “I am” is born, it is formed as the present moment, that limitation of the 
cosmos, simultaneously, mother and father are also born as limitations of the cosmos; 
even after two or three years of study, there are those who can not yet manifest the 
wisdom that knows this principle.  As I said before, the women are faster than the men at
being able to manifest the wisdom that knows this principle.  When women first start 
doing zazen, they are able to come to this understanding faster than the men.  The men,
I am sorry to say, are slow. The reason for this is probably that, let's take a man, and 
even if a man has a child for example, it doesn't seem as if the father can manifest a 
deep love for the child in the same way as the mother can.  I suppose, therefore, that 
Buddhism teaches that, at least temporarily, the way of the thinking of women is 
superior; the men are inferior thinkers.  Perhaps that is why a man says, "I don't like 
Buddhism."  

What about that newly born child?  What about that child that is born as 
distance?  Every time, it is born anew, it has grown; it has developed.  When it comes to 
this principle of growth and development, therefore, the wife loses out to the husband, 
because the wife is so much more attached to the child.  Being attached to the child, you
can't let a new child be born.  So, the husband is able to manifest the wisdom that 
understands the principle of growth and development better, and the wife is able to 
manifest the wisdom that understands the principle of birth, better.

The final result of the process of growth and development is a manifestation of a 
new condition of the origin.  The husband and wife, both the mother and father, manifest 
that condition together and so they are equal to each other in their ability to manifest the 
wisdom of this principle of the manifestation of a new condition of the origin.  From the 
point of view of the child, the child manifests a new condition of the origin when the child 
has made all of the plus and minus, expanding and contracting activities, its content.  If 
the child attaches to being a child, if the mother attaches to the child being a child and 
doesn't allow it to not be a child, then the child cannot grow and develop.  In every step 
of the child's development, the baby disappears and a new baby is born. So, I am calling
out to all of you mothers and saying, ”It is fine to attach to your infant, in a certain sense, 
but if you attach to your infant being an infant, then you will become an obstruction to 
that child's growth and development.  

When it comes to the education of one's child, there are differences in thinking 
between the men and the woman and so fights may occur because of these differences 
in thinking. When husband and wife fight with each other, it's probably about differences 



in thinking about how to educate their child.  That is what the teaching of Buddhism says
about marital quarrels.  If husband and wife think deeply about the nature of growth and 
development, then they will find that there is no more argument.

When the distance is born, when the child is born, then husband and wife are 
also born.  They are born from what I am calling the condition of the origin or this 
condition of the origin.  The religions probably call this God, but in Buddhism, we don't 
use the word God, we use the word Dharmakaya.  It is not that we roundly deny God, 
but we say that God is not a fixated thing.  The condition of the origin is not fixated. As 
the condition of the origin, the condition of the origin is the unification of plus and minus, 
but inevitably, plus and minus will come to manifest a state in which they are separate 
and opposite from each other.  From that state, the child is born, the child in which  the “I
am” is born.  The answer therefore, that Buddhism gives to the question “Who is the 
parent of the child?”  It is the Dharmakaya in Buddhist terms, or we could say God. 

 It is fine to say, "We are children of God," however, it seems at once, when 
people hear the word “God,” they think of God as a fixated thing.   So Buddhism sternly 
warns that God is not a fixated thing.  God is always working.   God divides its self into 
two, into past and future, into husband and wife, and in between those, is born the child. 
When Buddhism personifies this condition of the origin, this not fixated state, Buddhism 
calls it the Dharmakaya, the body of Dharma.   Buddhism says that if you want to use 
the word “God,” just be very careful that you know that God is not a fixated thing.  God 
will do the activity of giving birth to everything.  When God, we can say Dharmakaya, 
gives birth, and that is when it divides its self into two.  When it divides itself into two that
is when plus and minus are separate and opposing each other and that is when a 
distance, or interval of space, is manifest separating them.

When the Dharmakaya divides itself into two, we can say as just one example of 
this, that the father is manifest with 9.9999 of the plus activity as its content, and the 
mother is manifest with 9.9999 of the minus activity as her content.  And, the distance, 
this interval of space, the child, is manifest with 0.0001 of plus and an equal 0.0001 of 
the minus, as its content.  It is in this way that three worlds are manifest.  The world of 
the three, which is the world of the “I am,” the condition of distance, is manifest 
separating plus and minus, and its content is equal, we could say, 0.0001 parts of both 
plus and minus.  [The father is manifest when the plus activity loses 0.0001 of its total 
power; mother is manifest when the minus activity loses an equal 0.0001 of its total 
power.  In the act of the Dharmakaya dividing itself into two, both plus and minus give 
away equal 0.0001 portions of themselves and these 0.0001 portions of each plus and 
minus form the distance, or we could say, form the child.] [Transcriber note:  With the 
translator’s permission the previous bracketed section was somewhat reworded from the
spoken translation.]  All three, mother, father and child are manifest at the exact same 
moment.  

 Buddhism teaches that at the very moment that the "I am", that the child is born, 
is the very moment that mother and father are also born. This principle of simultaneity of 
same time-ness, is very important.  Mother and father and child are all born at the same 
time, simultaneously.  You must never think, according to Buddhism, that mother and 
father are born first and that the child is born later.  This condition of the 0.00001 of plus 
and minus, unified, is what Master Engo is referring to as the one speck of dust.  

Traditionally, Buddhism has not used the word “speck of dust” as Master Engo 
did, but instead talked about the infinitesimal, ultimately small manifestation.  Master 
Engo is telling us about this infinitesimal speck of dust, so small, that we cannot see it.  
Tathagata Zen cautions us that when we are reading this pointer of Master Engo, to 
clearly understand that Master Engo is not talking about a principle that is different from 
the traditional Buddhist principle, not something that he came up with, himself.  Master 



Engo is talking about the traditional Buddhist principle of the separation of host and 
guest, of the separation of subject and object, of the separation and opposition of plus 
and minus, where this infinitesimally small, that we cannot see with our eyes 
manifestation of an interval of space, has appeared in between plus and minus. 

I don't believe that you think that this talk is worthless and boring, but for those of 
you who have listened over and over, countless times, about a fixated God, I think that it 
is very difficult for you to give me your understanding about this talk, which is about an 
un-fixated God. You have been studying many and various different things, and those 
things that you have studied are the content of your self, therefore, it is difficult for you to
listen and really hear Buddhist talks. This condition of the origin, which is the unification 
of plus and minus, breaks apart and then right in the one and only world, right with in this
condition of the origin, this state of the manifestation of imperfect space, of an interval of 
space is manifest.  To truly understand this is very, very, difficult for all of you who have 
a concept of God as a fixated thing. That is why Buddhist teachers have always taught 
that in order to understand Buddhism, you have to throw away all of your previous ideas,
you have to really listen in this spirit of kyo shin tan kai, complete open-minded ness.  If 
you don't have this complete open-mindedness then you will not be able to understand 
Buddhist talks.

We have come to the end of our allotted time and I really apologize for not having
gotten further; I really just repeated today what I talked about yesterday, and I didn't get 
any further.  So, I am sorry about that, but it seemed very difficult for you to understand 
the first time around.  We can say that when plus and minus are unified with each other, 
that is the manifestation of the perfect self.  And that perfect self divides itself into two 
and plus and minus come to manifest a state of being separate and in opposition, and in 
that state, imperfect space, an interval of space is manifest.  That is what I want you to 
contemplate carefully.  If you understand that principle clearly then you have also 
understand the principle of a speck of dust being manifest right within this one and only 
world.  It is not Zen practice just to blindly plod forward teaching new things.  We have to
put what we have learned into practice and manifest for ourselves the principle of how 
the self is born. So tomorrow as well, I am going to talk about how the self is born and 
comes to manifest the perfect self. The self that is born is the imperfect self.  That 
imperfect self will inevitably come to manifest the perfect self.  That will be tomorrow.  
The end


